PREP
1 Library Bag
1 set wax crayons (e.g. Crayola)
1 packet colouring pencils (good quality e.g. Staedtler)
6 HB pencils
1 metal pencil sharpener
2 large glue sticks (will need to be replaced during year)
1 pair small blunt-nosed metal scissors
1 ream A4 ‘Reflex’ photocopy paper
1 large box tissues (unnamed)
1 exercise book (blue lines) 96 pages and covered
5 A3 scrap books – (96 page scrapbook with stapled centre not glued)
2 display folders
2 plastic document wallets
1 Home Reading Diary, Junior level, published by Kluwell
1 ‘Soundwaves’ Foundations, Student book, National Curriculum
1 Qld Targeting Handwriting, Student book, Prep
1 set of ‘bud’ headphones suitable to use on the computer (available from discount stores) stored in a small plastic container
1 packet of whiteboard markers
iMaths Foundations - unnamed & uncovered

YEAR 1
1 Library Bag
1 set wax crayons (e.g. Crayola)
1 packet colouring pencils (good quality e.g. Staedtler)
1 metric ruler (no metal rulers)
1 Calculator (big keys) if needed
12 HB pencils
1 metal pencil sharpener
2 large glue sticks
1 pair blunt-nosed metal scissors
2 reams A4 ‘Reflex’ photocopy paper
1 large box tissues (unnamed)
3 thick scrap books (covered)
2 A4 quad book (1cm square grid)
1 A4 botany book (year 1 lines)
4 A4 exercise books (year 1 red/blue lines with dots)
2 exercise books (blue lines), 96 pages and covered
2 plastic document wallets
1 display folder
1 Qld Targeting Handwriting, Student Book, Year 1
1 Home Reading Diary, Junior level, published by Kluwell
1 ‘Soundwaves’ Year 1, Student book, (National Curriculum)
1 set of ‘bud’ headphones suitable to use on the computer (available from discount stores) stored in a small plastic container
1 packet of whiteboard markers
iMaths Student Book 1 - unnamed & uncovered
iMaths Student Tracker Book 1 - unnamed & uncovered

YEAR 2
1 Library Bag
1 packet colouring pencils (good quality e.g. Staedtler)
1 metric ruler (no metal rulers)
1 Calculator (big keys) if needed
12 HB pencils
1 metal pencil sharpener
2 large glue sticks
1 pair blunt-nosed metal scissors
2 reams A4 ‘Reflex’ photocopy paper
1 large box tissues (unnamed)
2 thick scrap book (covered)
2 A4 quad books (1cm square grid)
2 exercise books (blue lines) 96 pages and covered
2 A4 botany books (year 2 lines)
5 A4 exercise books (year 2 red/blue lines with dots)
2 plastic document wallets
1 display folder
1 QLD Targeting Handwriting, Student Book – Year 2
1 Home reading Diary, Junior level, published by Kluwell
1 ‘Soundwaves’ year 2, student book, (National Curriculum)
1 set of ‘bud’ headphones suitable to use on the computer (available from discount stores) stored in a small plastic container
1 packet of whiteboard markers
iMaths Student Book 2 – unnamed & uncovered
iMaths Student Tracker Book 2 – unnamed & uncovered
**YEAR 3**
1 Library Bag
1 packet LONG coloring pencils
4 large glue sticks (labelled)
3 highlighters
1 pair blunt nosed scissors
2 rubbers
1 pencil sharpener
1 box (12) HB pencils (named)
2 red pens
1 30cm wooden ruler
1 15cm wooden ruler
1 calculator
2 red pens
2 reams A4 ‘Reflex’ photocopy paper
2 large box tissues (unnamed)
2 A4 quad ruled exercise books (1cm square)
9 A4 exercise books (Year 3/4 lines) 96 pages and covered
1 A4 Case-Micador/Osmer Reinforced H/D mesh - for homework
1 expanding folder
1 Home Reading Diary, Middle Level, published by Kluwell Green
1 set of ‘bud’ headphones suitable to use on the computer
(available from discount stores) stored in a small plastic container
Grammar Conventions 3
1 packet whiteboard markers
1 clear display folder
iMaths Student Book 3 - unnamed & uncovered
iMaths Student Tracker Book 3 - unnamed & uncovered

**YEAR 4**
1 Library Bag
1 packet LONG colouring pencils
4 large glue sticks (labelled)
3 highlighters
1 pair blunt nosed scissors
2 rubbers
1 pencil sharpener
1 box (12) HB pencils labelled and in labelled box
1 30cm wooden ruler
1 15cm wooden ruler
1 calculator
1 Geometrical set e.g. Kent Set
2 reams A4 ‘Reflex’ Photocopy paper
2 large box tissues (unnamed)
2 A4 quad. ruled exercise books (1 cm squares)
8 A4 exercise books (Year 3/4 lines) 48 pages and covered
1 A4 Case- Micador/Osmer Reinforced H/D Mesh
1 expanding folder
1 Home Reading Diary, Middle Level, published by Kluwell Green
Grammar Conventions 4
1 set of ‘bud’ headphones suitable to use on the computer
(available from discount stores) stored in a small plastic container
1 packet whiteboard markers
1 clear display folder
iMaths Student Book 4 - unnamed & uncovered
iMaths Student Tracker Book 4 - unnamed & uncovered

**YEAR 5**
1 Library Bag
1 packet LONG coloring pencils
4 large glue sticks
4 highlighters
1 pair scissors
2 rubbers
1 pencil sharpener
1 box 12 HB pencils labelled
2 red pens
1 30cm wooden ruler
1 15cm wooden ruler
1 fine black tip pen
1 calculator
1 Geometrical set e.g. Kent Set
2 reams A4 ‘Reflex’ photocopy paper
2 large box tissues (unnamed)
2 A4 quad. ruled exercise books (7cm squares)
10 A4 exercise books (96 pages covered) blue lines
1 A4 Case- Micador/Osmer Reinforced H/D Mesh
1 expanding folder
1 Grammar Conventions 5
1 Home Reading Diary, Middle Level, published by Kluwell Green
1 set of ‘bud’ headphones suitable to use on the computer
(available from discount stores) stored in a small plastic container
1 packet whiteboard markers
1 clear display folder
iMaths Student Book 5 – unnamed & uncovered
iMaths Student Tracker Book 5 – unnamed & uncovered

**YEAR 6**
1 packet LONG colouring pencils
1 packet felt pens
4 large glue sticks
4 red biros
1 calculator
4 rubbers
1 30cm wooden ruler
1 15cm wooden ruler
12 HB pencils
1 pencil sharpener
4 highlighters- in 4 different colours
1 pair blunt nosed scissors
1 geometrical set e.g. Kent Set
2 reams A4 ‘Reflex’ photocopy paper
2 large boxes tissues (unnamed)
2 A4 quad ruled exercise books (7mm squares)
10 A4 exercise books 96 pages and covered -blue lines
1 expanding folder
1 A4 Case – Micador/Osmer Reinforced H/D Mesh
1 Grammar Convention 6
Set of headphones for use on the computer, stored in a small plastic container
Kluwell Senior Diary
1 packet whiteboard markers
1 clear display folder
iMaths Student Book 6 – unnamed & uncovered
iMaths Student Tracker Book 6 – unnamed & uncovered